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EDITOR

’S

NOTE

:

Wow! It’s Issue 20. I shake my head incredulously at the notion.
20. I’m fairly sure that when Richard Rawlins and his posse of designers and writers first began putting together outrageous collections
of images and text, they didn’t think the magazine would still be
going strong five years later. And yet, here we are—continuing to
give artists and writers a place to play, break rules and experiment.
So, in celebration of our advancing age, publisher Richard Mark
Rawlins has put together his top ten issues of Switch. And too we
have a brilliantly stellar line-up of work; it’s a bit of a Bajan invasion!
We have phenom, Sheena Rose’s Sweet Gossip series (with analysis
from Natalie McGuire); colour blocking from photographer Mark
King, hipstamatic explorations by Kriston Chen, a short story from
Trinidadian writer, Sharon Millar and pop illustrations from newbie, Evan Avery (with musings by Ewan Atkinson). Switch co-founder,
Dave Williams, ruminates on Trinidad carnival while designer Robert Young shares photos of his 2013 carnival romp, Vulgar Fraction. Finally, regular Switch contributor, Andre Bagoo, reviews Steve
Ouditt’s recent exhibition. And, because we like to share the love,
we invited designer Kriston Chen to put this issue together (thanks,
—MARIEL
notsirk). Happy 20th, folks—we hope you enjoy!
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Cr yptic
Salvation
or

h o w i r e m e m b e r e d w h y i s h o u l d f ly
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Musing by artist and educator Ewan Atkinson on the illustration artwork of Evan Avery.

March 28th 2013
It’s the day before Good Friday and I don’t know what to write. Lost in a shadowed forest, I am contemplating basso loco. But unlike Dante, my vestibule is a
glowing computer screen.
I open an email from Evan Avery . . . with attachments.
At the gate’s of hell a slender guy shoves Virgil out of the way, flashes a cryptic
smile and tells me to follow him,“Yo, this way.”

“I’m a fan of the arbitrary, kid.”

“Are you some kind of guide?” I ask, “Because I’m in an Alighieri state of mind.”

“This isn’t arbitrary, this is everyday shit; this is how I deal.”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about . . . Let’s take it easy. If you think hell is
crazy, just wait. Where we’re going it’s all about sharks and bears . . . from space.”

This is some hike. I’m gonna need knee pads. I’m gonna need grappling hooks to
pull myself up over this chair and desk, to stop me from sliding back down Evan’s
manic wooden panel. If this is salvation then I’m in for the long haul.

“Well… Tell me what to do!” I implore.
Evan shows me a shiny red button.
Press Start to Begin.
Swept away on a sea of tiny little round-eyed mini-men, we float through a hidden door and make our way over to Evan’s corner of the underworld, leaving the
entrance to hell behind us.

8

We are welcomed by a motley crew of deadpan denizens whose flat faces wink
at me in four dimensions. It’s bright. I borrow a little fella’s shades. Smooth surfaces and drop shadows, a Peter Max palette. Dodging bubble-words and cursive
phrases, a rocket ship blasts me into one-liner heaven. Some lines are familiar and
some are not. To hell with the Encyclopædia Britannica, I want a universal remote
control.

Is my guide laughing?
“Watch it kid. Don’t get cocky. You didn’t leave my classroom that long ago . . . ”
“Yeah, but who was teaching who? More cowbell?”
”Yes Sir!”
by Ewan Atkinson
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Plastic

20

Photos from Mark King’s colour block series.
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ELLA

GABRIEL

GIGI

SHEENA

STELLA

Plastic portrays locals in everyday places in Barbados, and the colour palette is
based on the plastic bags found on our
island. By overlaying these vibrant
colours in night-time vignettes, an
exotification of the mundane occurs.
Barbadian society is thus transformed
and packaged into a more desirable
version of itself.
(Mark King)
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Bajan
Sweet
Gossip
36

An article by Natalie McGuire about contemporary artist, Sheena Rose’s Sweet Gossip series.

BAJAN

their European predecessors, these initiatives strive to shift the perspective of art
by Natalie McGuire

SWEET
GOSSIP

and art practice in the Caribbean, with a strong emphasis on collaborative efforts.
Sheena Rose not only founded one of these
platforms (Projects and Space), she also
presents this artistic alliance in the Sweet
Gossip series.
The artist statement outlines:
“Sweet Gossip is a collaborative project
with artist Sheena Rose, photographer

latest body of

Adrian Richards and writer Natalie

work epitomizes the idea that process art is

McGuire. The project looks at the Pop

establishing itself as a strengthening force

culture of Barbados and the phrases or

in the Caribbean. The collaboration model

comments that Barbadians use when

is not new in art, with famous groups such

gossiping or in a certain situation . . . ”

I N A WAY , S H E E N A R O S E ’ S

40

as DADA in the 1900s, then Fluxus in

The statement concludes with the

the 1960s emerging, changing the face of

intriguing: “The internet has become our

modern art and assisting the transition into

gallery space.” That claim in itself provides

the contemporary. Arguably, the Caribbean

another discourse on the visibility of

is currently experiencing its own Flux-esque wave—the last half decade has seen

Caribbean art, and suggests that the collaborative process works towards creating

the creation of collaborative spaces such as Alice Yard in Trinidad, Popop Studios

an ‘other’ exhibition space. In this space the visual narrative of the Caribbean can

in the Bahamas, and Fresh Milk and Projects & Space in Barbados. Not unlike

be expanded outside of a commercial agenda.
41

LOOK HOW SHE DIGGING SHE PANTY . . .

42

SHE GET ME REAL SICK

43

Throughout this project, the theme of Rose’s works has been true to
the title. Inspired by the 1960s Pop Art movement, Rose inserts imagery

. . . the commoditization of Rose herself
in order to survive as an artist.

that Barbadians relate to and that we encounter daily, into the public
space, critiquing aspects of our culture:

commoditization of Rose herself in order to

crudeness and gossiping. For example, in

survive as an artist.

the very first Sweet Gossip excursion she

Public interaction is also an important

presented Man I Want a Piece of That, in

component of Sweet Gossip. Sheena’s aim is

Nelson Street, Bridgetown—infamous

to extract that raw interaction between people

for providing a certain service. The work

and her art that is thrust into their everyday

consists of a man’s lower torso and legs,

space. With the rarity of public art in Barbados

with his hands grabbing his crutch and a

(and the glut of advertising exposure) it was

swordfish peeking out through his zipper.

apparent in the outings that the reluctant

The swordfish acts as a symbol for two

audiences were more preoccupied with the

things, one being the obvious, but the other

wording of the pieces than the concepts.

being an indicator of a national stereotype.

The collaboration of this team, the pre-

Bright colours and bold lines resemble

sentation of art outside of the ‘white cube’,

a billboard. Ironically, as some sort of

and the level of critical thinking in the

affirmation to these ideas, while she was

beautifully rendered pieces all culminate in

documenting, a tourist approached Sheena thinking she was advertising sex,

another inspiring demonstration of how the conformities of art in Barbados can

being in the right location and showing material of seemingly lewd content.

be challenged. Gossip can be found in all aspects of life, and this project aims to

Use of tropical foliage prints and bright colouring is repeated in these
44

works, perhaps to symbolize the commoditization of Bajan culture, and the

highlight the expansion of Sweet Gossip from town, to the beach, to social networking
and beyond.
45

MAN I WANT PIECE OF THAT
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I WONDER HOW SHE DOES BATHE . . .
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Madness,
Civilisation,
Ar t
48

Andre Bagoo reviews Steve Ouditt’s first Trinidad exhibition for 18 years, Proceeds to Mental Health.

madness

civilization

art

HOW CAN you tell if you are mad? Madness, by definition, is unaware of its
exorbitance: the insane exist in a world defined by their own processes. Persons
are identified and marked out as mad by others; by a judging public. In recent eras,
persons have been labelled mentally ill, and a scientific practice—involving pills,
therapies, pathologies, restraints—has developed to give us an objective sense of
what is mad and what is not.
Yet, there was a time when the mad were venerated as being wise. And the line
between madness and reason has not always been as clear as it is often perceived
to be. For Michel Focault, the great French social theorist, ‘madness’ is a convenient
category into which we drop the deviant. In this way, the deviant can be tamed, and
safely isolated away from productive society. Thus someone who is really weird is
simply labelled mad and in this way dismissed.
There is a sinister side to questions of mental health and its modern practice, which
is ably harnessed by Steve Ouditt in his latest exhibition, ‘Proceeds to Mental Health’.
Stepping into the gallery space for a second time recently, it dawned on me that
madness can be a metaphor for the perception of art. For example, if a man had
escaped from St Ann’s and broken into the Medulla gallery and hung up drawings

over the walls, who would want to come see them? The same drawings, though,
could be made by an artist—a safe and sane category—and neatly arranged in square
white frames. We may understand the same images in a different way because of their
context. And so it is with art.
Ouditt’s show is a journey into his mind, just as any examination of the output of any
kind of artist is inherently an examination of that artist’s personality – whether we
accept biographical modes of criticism or not. In a sense, without having recourse to
the drawings themselves, Ouditt makes an audacious statement on the nature of art
by placing his show in this context.
On one wall are sixty drawings, under the heading, ‘Asylum’. On the other wall are 60
drawings, labelled ‘Cerebella’. A series of twelve posters line another wall, all bearing
Rorschach inkblot diagrams, used in the psychiatric practice to conduct association
tests on individuals. Just as someone, seated in a psychiatric office, may see different
things in these blots, so too will different people see different things in the art; in
Ouditt; in society and in reality. Questions of madness raise profound questions about
personality and our individual experiences of the world, of life.
The ‘Asylum’ drawings feature bodies and animals. Images of Ouditt appear in at
least nine; there are horses, dogs, pigs, cows, cocks. Technology and mass-producing
industry is suggested, as is violence (machetes).
The other side, ‘Cerebella’, features images of brains and what may be asylums,

but could just as easily be prisons or schools (Focault felt the architecture of all of
these were based on the same principles). Ouditt appears to have made stamps
of cartoonish images of the brain from different perspectives and these images are
playfully deployed in a myriad of ways. And playful is a key word here. The room has
the feel of the inside of the brain in all its scattered, varied moods. Is it a coincidence
that the corporeal elements are on the left side and the brain images on the right side?
This is actually a fun show that challenges our perceptions of reality. It allures us with its
invitation to come to contribute—like sane people—to its charitable cause (“Proceeds
to Mental Health”). Yet, who are the mad ones and who are not? How can we tell?
Whose mental health do we contribute to? Is it the artist’s or our own? What is the
line between all of us and the insane in this regard?
As to be expected with Ouditt, there is politics here too, in the form of one older
piece on one wall which is a drawing of a civil servant pissing. Amid the maelstrom of
our individual and subjective experiences we must throw in the politics of power and
how that, too, becomes an aggravating factor, if not the source of much confusion.
I found the show to have a scrapbook quality; to be beautiful in its own way, to feature
the use of certain timeless materials (colour-pencils, pens, stamps); to suggest codes
yet defy them; to make us all confused and crazy; to be at times as equally conceptual
as physical; and ultimately—through the interactions it made possible in its gallery
space—to give asylum.
by Andre Bagoo

Proceeds to
Mental Health
is on at Medulla
Art Gallery, POS
Trinidad, until
April 4th, 2013.

EARL GREY
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A short story by Trinidadian writer Sharon Millar.

prepared. She has already cut the butter into the flour and is trying to think
cool, calm, thoughts to keep her fingertips cold. But in the small kitchen, hu-

EARL
GREY

midity coats everything with a damp film and causes her hair to stick to the
by Sharon Millar

back of her neck. She dips her fingers into the water bowl. The water is icy,
the little silver chips melting around her hot fingers. She begins to handle
the pastry mixture gently, touching it with the tips of her fingers. She keeps
her movements light and soft, imagining a tender, flaky crust as she rubs the

“Rain is coming!” Leah calls out of the window. “The cocoa . . . cover the

butter into a grainy mix. So much trouble for a pie.

cocoa.”

“Boo!” says Henri, appearing suddenly at the kitchen window.

She is too far to get to the cocoa shed but Poodle and Henri are already
on the drying rack and pulling the roof over the beans. Behind them, the

healthy. Sally has passed this onto him, this ability to appear unruffled and

rain is coming down the valley quickly, the sound of the heavy drops arriv-

competent, always emitting a palpable sense of wellbeing. Leah had thought

ing seconds before the first downpour. In the sodden light, the immortelle

that this quality would transfer to her with their marriage, as if in joining

flowers glow red against the backdrop of the Santa Cruz mountains and the

herself to Henri, this calm would slip like a sheath over her nervy, jumpy,

cocoa trees bend their leaves. The men have pulled the roof closed, sliding it

energy. Instead she has become a foil, her moods wrapping and twisting

out on casters, and now they shelter under the cocoa house.

around his smooth centre. It was Henri’s idea to buy the piece of land next to

Leah goes back to making her a quiche. Sally is coming to tea, she is
not arriving until four but Leah is nervous that she won’t have everything
56

He is hot and sweaty but still looks fresh and well scrubbed, ruddy and

her parents and begin to farm cocoa. Her parents are cocoa farmers who also
grow some coffee, cocoa panyols, descendants of Venezuelan peons who had
57

come to work the cocoa farms in the 19th century. They are not people who

the samaan tree and be enchanted with the old estate house. Leah thinks

make quiches or have tea parties.

hard about keeping her fingers cool.

“Boo, yourself,” she answers, thinking how much he looks like Sally.
“You don’t need to make a fuss,” he says. “She’s not expecting anything. She

sturdy pies with tough crusts, the kind that could hold a whole pot of guava

just wants to come and visit. See the farm.”

stew and not buckle under the weight of the fruit. Pies that did not melt in

In his hands he holds a newly cracked cocoa pod. He’s bought it as

your mouth but rather had to be cut firmly and chewed with a concentration

a peace offering, knowing how much she loves the white pulp that cush-

that brought its own pleasure. She is kneading the pastry gently now but it

ions the lavender seeds. She knows how to roll the each bean around in her

falls apart, refusing to come together even though she adds little drops of the

mouth, her teeth gently scraping the surface, sucking the pulp away from the

freezing water. The kitchen faces west, and it is the best room in the house in

seed. She must apply just the right amount of pressure; she’s learned from

the morning. Now, at 2.30 in the afternoon, the rain had passed and the sun

experience that even the smallest nick in the unfermented bean brings a rush

is merciless. She knows she should cool the pastry dough, but the fridge is

of black bitterness. The deep chocolate flavour is only born under a cover of

full of vials of anti-snake venin and small, neatly packed containers of choco-

banana leaves, the pulp sweating and fermenting the flavour into the bean.

late bars that bear the estate stamp. As she pinches the dough she imagines

Sally had called Leah earlier in the week to ask if she could come up to the

that she has Sally’s fingers; long, dry and cool.

estate. Not a formal visit, she’d said, just a quick visit to see the new place.

58

She’d never heard of quiche before she met Henri. Her mother baked

As a child she’d danced the cocoa with her sisters. The three of them

There’d been no awkward pauses during the conversation. No acknowledge-

shuffling and moving through the beans, sloughing off the last of the fleshy

ment of a truce in Sally’s smooth voice. Leah wants to believe that Sally will

pulp and exposing the beans with their undertones of mauve, lavender and

drive up the winding driveway, pass through the shadowy dell that lies under

grey. Sometimes they would bring the small transistor radio out onto the
59

porch, swaying and dipping to the tinny sound of the latest calypso while the

and smooth, polished skin, is vulnerable to dangers he cannot imagine. She

cicadas buzzed an electric riff in the background. Now making a quiche in

won’t tell her that she agrees that they may have made a mistake in buying a

a battered estate house kitchen, she dimly senses something of the dip and

farm. Henri is, after all, an educated man. A man who has never had to learn

sway rhythm of her childhood, the deeply satisfying hum that ran below the

the vagaries of the land.

surface of the most mundane of chores. Quite remarkably it is suddenly there
in the kitchen with her, streaming from her cold fingers and through to the

ignored the instructions to blind bake the pastry and it bubbled and rose in

pastry dough.

the oven with a determination that surprised her. She has had to prick holes

She imagines the quiche, perfectly fluted at the edges, the pastry lightly

in the bottom to get it to lie flat in the pie dish. When she pours the egg mix-

browned, the bacon, spinach, and tomatoes in layers of green and brown

ture onto the crust, it seeps through the holes and pools around the edges.

and red. She has become a woman who can make a quiche and this woman

At 3.45 she is in tears, the quiche strangely misshaped and uniformly brown.

has cool hands. She will serve the quiche to her mother-in-law. They will sit

Henri has bathed and dressed and is now in the kitchen boiling the kettle.

on the lawn. Leah will be careful to invite Sally to sit in the garden, not the

He stands behind her looking at the quiche sitting cooling on the white

yard. She will chat amicably about the small joys of the farm, the pleasures of

enamel table.

seeing the cocoa move from jewel coloured pod to rich dark chocolate. She

“You don’t have to give her anything but a cup of tea,” he says, moving away.

will tell her about the large mapepire that Poodle caught near to the pile of

He is moving quietly around the kitchen and pulling out cups and saucers.

cocoa husks, tell her how it had reared its viper head to strike before Poodle

“A cup of tea?” She is suddenly speechless.

felled it with the cutlass. She won’t tell her that she’s happy to have Poodle

Tea. Earl Grey. It’s what Sally drinks every afternoon. Leah can’t be-

on the farm with Henri because she worries that Henri, with his calm centre
60

Suddenly it is 3.30 and the quiche has become a monstrous thing. She

lieve she’s overlooked this detail. In fact, it’s not a detail, it’s the whole thing.
61

Sally is coming for tea and there is no tea in the house. No Earl Grey. There’s
not even any Lipton. All they have is cocoa. Somehow she senses that if she
were a different kind of woman, she could turn this to her advantage. She
could have made brownies or chocolate cake. There is still time to concoct a
chocolate something if she had the imagination and was not so exhausted but
all she can do is weep over the quiche. Sally had once made Earl Grey cookies. It had been at one of the first tea parties that Leah attended at Sally’s
home. Sally had served the cookies next to the pot of Earl Grey tea, no tea
bags for her, just loose tea leaves steeping in the boiling water. The cookies
were delicious; a perfect blend of nursery cookie comfort with a musky hint
of sophistication coming from the Earl Grey, the greenish taste sitting under
the sweetness of the cookie and turning it into a marvellous new invention.
Even then she had been impressed with Sally’s Pygmalion cookie experiment.
“Where is the tea?” Henri is still going through the cupboards.
The water burbles against the sides of the metal with little tinny beats.
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Signs
of Life

64

Dave Williams on Carnival with photos from Robert Young’s Vulgar Fraction

SIGNS OF LIFE
—

Is Carnival due for a checkup or burial?

apathetic we’ve become as a society; they’re all linked to this same
question of the virility and vitality of our Carnival.
Let me explain.
Our first impulses of nationalism were sparked by our postemancipation, civil rights movement. This movement got its legs
in the forms of the empowerment and protestation that was early
Trinidad Carnival—not the European strains but the inherently

Anyone ever asked you if Carnival is dying? This was the question

Trini contribution to the phenomenon. Out of this movement

Switch editor posed and asked if I was interested in writing on,

the PNM (People’s National Movement) was born. The same

hence the following.

Movement would lead to our independence from the Crown and

In Trinidad this question comes at you or out of you in one

the formation of our nation and its identity. So, Carnival can be

form or another on a daily basis. Whether it’s around the issue

taken as the centre, or quite close to the centre, of our exploding,

of local content quotas for broadcast media, art and creativity,

expanding Trini universe.

whether Carnival can survive without Machel Montano, whether

I want to believe that Carnival can still be taken as a sample,

it’s hypocritical to look down on the actions or alleged action of a

or closer to the subject matter, a biopsy of the Trini society. Is it a

Minister of Sport or former beauty queen for their performance

microcosm of the whole? And if we are moved to ask if Carnival is

or alleged performance in a secret sex tape, what young people

dying, are we really asking or feeling that Trinidad is dying?

wearing now, how we treat our elders, crime and gangs, or how
68

But maybe in order to ask this question or to answer it—the
69

question of whether something is dead, dying or alive—there must

Security Alert. Were we ever told and have we ever agreed to what

first be some vital signs that we can identify. Every form of life has

a level 1 security alert is? Is level 1 the highest or lowest and in

its own array of vital or life signs that qualify its state of life. At

either case how do we treat with it?

its most obvious and basic, humans breathe and our hearts beat.

How can we address the life of carnival and possibly our

Plants, single cell organisms, stars, car batteries, ocean currents all

nation if we’ve never—as a single, self-aware organism—discussed

show signs of life that we look for in order to qualify them as living

what its life looks like or means or what it should or could look

or dead, thriving or ailing. Therefore, these vital signs can be taken

like or mean? Have we therefore never embarked on any journey

as the life character of an organism and, as such, taken to define

of self discovery or even stepped on the vaguest path towards self-

the organism’s identity.

awareness?

As a nation have we ever defined our full array of vital signs

by Dave Williams

and life patterns—signs and patterns which we can observe and
measure, signs which can tell us how we’re doing, if we’re on course
or off. I suppose that these vital signs can be called our identity. We
can feel bad or good or as if something is wrong, but never having
agreed to what makes us alive and well, how do we know where the
hurt is coming from.
In the Easter Friday country-wide blackout, the ODPM
issued an advisory which informed us that we were at a Level 1
70
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Lightraits
LARISSA
Photo play with lights + portraits by graphic designer Kriston Chen.

BocaLit

JULIEN

ANNA

LARISSA

KAMEKO
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Who’d have thought we’d make it to 20. Richard Rawlins’s top 10 Switch issues.

So after 5 years, 20 issues, 8 bonus books, 9 special
issues, 11 videos and more hits than we can remember,
we ready to go again. Here’s my top 10/20 moments.
Enjoy.
(Richard Rawlins)

Woi! Darren Cheewah aka Chee aka Hardlocal aka Madd Skillz in1. Woi
venter of cheebonics and lyrically visual genius. (Issue #2) just shows
you why this was one of my faves. The work in it is like Chee’s blood. Cut

2. Marilyn Morrison aka Maro. What yuh go say bout this ‘oman. Maro bad
bad bad like crab. Maro broke out the lil Black girl and we won’t be the
same after that. (Issue #4)

him and you get this stuff . . . oozing out.

86

87

Darbeau aka Starbo lit up Alice Yard with his show En Route, and
3. Marlon
gave us a taste of someone who came from a practice of making things.
Also notable is Steven Heller discovering Draconian Switch for his blog

4.

So for this (Issue #6). Marilyn Morrison came back this time as guest
designer and lit up the work of James Hackett and the earth shook. So say
we all!!!

the Daily Heller. http://www.printmag.com/Article/Turn-on-t-Switch
(Issue #5). Eight thousand hits the next day.
88
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By (Issue #8) we were an established collective. Dave Williams, Chris
5. Alexis,
Terry Smith and the good publisher RMR himself created the Ca-

6.

Guest designer Tanya Marie Williams aka then Tanya Dol, later aka
Tanya Designer Girl
Girl, aka Tanya Designer On An Island or some such ex-

ribbean’s one and only Erotic Artweek Festival, Rodell Warner pulled

posed us to photographer Laura Ferreira’s work in (Issue #9). It was

out the Erotic Photo booth, Cyrus Sylvester gave us big penises, Sabrina

beautiful, just like the both of them.

Charran made her “Ugly Cunt Pretty” and Cheewah had an exhibit about
90

what he knows best. Most downloaded issue ever.
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we got called up to the big leagues and were asked to create an online
7. Socatalog
for the exhibition Paramaribo Span. I personally have never been
the same. The scale of everything was amazing. (Issue #11)

92

to write on Christopher Cozier’s first showing in Trini8 . Itdadwasanda privilege
Tobago, at home in a decade. I mean it’s the Cozier after all.
(Issue #13)

93

9.&10.

Nos. 9 & 10 and (Issue #15 / Issue #16) go hand-in-hand.
In November 2010 Draconian Switch, the Alice Yard col
col-

lective and Marlon Darbeau were invited to show in the Museum of Art and
Design’s Global Africa Project. (Issue #15) featured the work of the Alice Yard
artspace and it’s networks and (Issue #16) featured the Global Africa Project.
94

Intimate
Encounters
Check out Marlon James’ first solo exhibition Intimate Encounters.

DOH FORGET!

If you’re going to be in Kingston, Jamaica any time

soon, have a look at Marlon James’ first solo exhibition, “Intimate

WHERE:

NLS

19 0

M O U N TA I N V I E W AV E .

K INGSTON

6,

JA M A ICA

Encounters.” The exhibition is open until Monday, April 22nd by
appointment only.

w e b : W W W. N L S K I N G S T O N . O R G
e ma i l : N L S.K I NG S T ON @ GM A I L .COM
twitter : N L SK I NGSTON
p h o n e : ( 8 76 ) 4 0 6 – 9 7 71

